CS Department Special Awards –
   Distinguished Speaker Award – Dr. Matthew Mutka
   Outstanding Computer Science Graduate Teaching Assistant Award – Nathan Eloe
   CS Leadership Award – Chris Rawlings
   CS Mentor Award – Doug McGeehan
   CS Ambassador Award – Doug McGeehan
   Outstanding Service Award – Bruce McMillin
   CS Logo Contest – Michael Wisely

Research Poster Contest Winners:
   Graduate:
      1st place: Yunxiang Mao
      Advisor: Zhaozheng Yin
      2nd place: Matthew Martin
      Advisor: Daniel Tauritz
   Undergraduate:
      1st place: Katrina Ward
      Advisor: Dan Lin

Accenture Scholarship – Patrick Crabtree, Sam Schreder

John W. Hamblen Computer Science Scholarship – Anthony Lonigro

Ellen M. Hodges Memorial Scholarship – Marquia Lewis, Anna Scheuler

Rex Widmer - RWS - Software Archaeology Computer Science Scholar – Ryon Owings, Jonathan Danaher

Daniel C. St. Clair Scholars & Fellows – Daniel Grooms

Mark X. Stratman Scholarship – Christian Storer, James Nickelsen

CS Alumni Scholarships – Luke Allen, Josh Reed, Evan Miller, Alexander Ernst, Nathan Loika, Caleb Roberts, Holly Busken, Chris Rawlings, Jieyi Hu, Jacob Zimmermann, Jesse Hughes, Jeff Goymerac, Justin Brown, Nicholas Sallwasser, Joshua Wyss, Jordan Williams, Patrick Bremehr, Joshua Hertlein

CS Academic Achievement Awards – 4.0

Sophomore: James Hoekzema, Joshua Reed

Junior: Joshua Brewer, Alexander Ernst, Arch Kelley, Nathan Loika, Commor McBride, Evan Miller, Nick Trampe

Senior: Luke Allen, Mikkah Kennedy, Justin O’Brien, Alex Wright

Masters: Azzam Alsaihany, Haifa Alshehri, Nagaprashanth Chanda, Abhinav Kethineni, Edward Norris, Venkata Srirama Rohith Suraparaju, Tejaswi Vaka

Ph.D.: Wenchao Jiang, Yi Ling, Aaron Pope, Francesco Restuccia, Tom Roth, Thomas Szalapski, Michael Wisely